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 The largest and most powerful starship class operated by Starfleet until the 
introduction of the Excalibur class in 2384, the Carolina class represented the final attempt 
Starfleet was willing to make towards fielding a viable Battleship after a string of near-misses 
and notable failures. 
 
 Throughout the bulk of the 23rd Century, the Cruiser remained the focal point of 
Starfleet strategy—offering an attractive and compelling balance in capability, allowing it 
to perform well above average across the multi-mission spectrum.  However, the state of 
cold war that existed between the Federation and Klingon Empire made it a certainty that 
larger and more heavily armed ships would enter service on both sides. 
 
 The Klingons fired the first salvo in this arms race with their B-1/Jul’Kar class.  Intended 
to best the Constitution class by several orders of magnitude, it fell somewhat short of 
internal expectations—though it did prove to be quite formidable, causing numerous 
Starfleet losses during the Four Years War.  Starfleet responded with the Federation class 
Dreadnought—larger, better protected and more heavily armed.  With the advent of the 
Linear Warp era, Starfleet expanded its Dreadnought lines and also developed a number of 
Strike Cruiser classes—falling short of the Klingons who continued development of 
progressively bigger, more heavily armed Battleships. 
 
 Underscoring the white-hot tensions that reached their zenith in the 2280’s were 
launches of numerous starship classes featuring increasingly more powerful and 
sophisticated weaponry.  As expected, the Klingons were the first to throw down the 
gauntlet, launching their B-12/’Sword of Kahless’ class Battleship in 2285.  A staggering 686 
meters in length, it outclassed the earlier (and infamous) B-10/Kar’hamer class according to 
every conceivable metric.  It’s crowning achievement was a dorsally mounted ‘assault 
disruptor’—a weapon of inconceivable power that could slice through deflector shielding 
and armor plating in a single shot (roughly analogous to today’s Type XV Phasers fielded by 
Starfleet).  It also leapfrogged Starfleet in their traditional realm of propulsion technology by  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
being rated for a nominal cruising speed of Warp 14 and a maximum burst speed of Warp 
16. 
 

Starfleet responded by focusing on its own area of unchallenged superiority—small 
craft operations—launching the Midway class Carrier in 2287.  Slightly smaller than B-12 at 
626 meters in length, it had the capacity to embark up to a full wing (72) of starfighters.  It 
also featured its own exotic propulsion system—the most sophisticated featured on a 
Federation Starship to that point.  Utilizing unique LN-80 series warp engines in a quad-
nacelle arrangement, Midway was rated for nominal cruising speeds in excess of Warp 8 
and a maximum bust speed of Warp 14—not quite on par with B-12. 

 
This triumph of the KDF over Starfleet prompted much consternation and extremely 

heated debate within the Federation Security Council and the Admiralty.  Calls for Starfleet 
to build a true challenger to B-12 naturally came from various hawkish sources, but were 
tempered by those with more pragmatic sensibilities.  B-12’s strengths—epitomized by its 
Assault Disruptor and its propulsion capabilities—were borne out of crude, ‘brute-force’ 
engineering techniques and practices whose long term viability and strategic value were 
dubious to say the least.  Additionally, intelligence analysis of the Empire’s industrial base 
and manpower capabilities did not support a large-scale production order as an addition 
to the KDF’s current shipbuilding program. 

 
Starfleet was eventually forced to respond though, due to their own internal issues.  

Their Dreadnoughts—nearly 150 hulls comprising 4 separate classes—had fallen victim to 
shifting astro-political opinions and shipbuilding philosophies that generally favored a 
balance in capabilities rather than a narrow set dedicated to one or two mission types only.  
The way these ‘mobile anarchisms’ were constructed and their tightly focused internal 
layouts precluded any viable attempt at adapting them for long term exploratory or 
detailed scientific missions.  

 



Their solution was two-pronged, comprising the Exeter (CB 2200) class Battlecruiser 
and the Ingram (BB 2600) class Battleship—both launching in 2290. The former was intended 
to be an all-encompassing Dreadnought replacement, armed heavier than any starship 
currently fielded and constructed with adaptability and expandability in mind.  The latter 
was initially conceived as a Transwarp Drive testbed, but emerged as an extended-
duration, long-range fleet combatant and became infamous for the disappearance of all 6 
examples produced (as well as the extreme secrecy clouding it).   

 
Exeter, as heavily armed as it was (18 Type VIII Phaser Banks, 4 Type VIII Phaser 

Emitters, 2 Pulse Phaser Cannons, 4 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers), was still woefully 
inadequate when it came to challenging the pride of the KDF.  Despite being nearly the 
same size as Ingram (571m in length vs 590m), its Deflector Shield System was comparatively 
weak, it featured no armor plating and featured a relative lack of heavy ordinance when 
compared to B-12 and its dearth of Heavy Disruptors and Torpedo Launchers.   

 
Though it did compare much more favorably next to the KDF’s L-24/Komo’Val class 

Pocket Battleship, when viewed in retrospect Exeter foreshadowed some of the downsides 
of the ‘multi-mission’ philosophy that would plague Starfleet for decades to come—namely 
over-engineering and in a larger sense, trying to accomplish too much while striving to 
expend as little effort as possible. 

 
True Battleship development in this era then, existed only in the form of design studies 

and prototypes.  The first and most plausible in terms of design was Mars (BBX 2245).  Based 
on the Federation (DN 2100) class Dreadnought, it and its updated Linear Warp incarnation 
featured an extended secondary hull, an extra pair of nacelles mounted to the saucer 
section along with the requisite upgrades in armament and defensive systems.  The second 
and most radical—so much so that it achieved an unparalleled level of notoriety—was 
Yamato (BBX 5628).  An 854m long leviathan, it was the most bleeding edge starship 
designed to date.  Based off of the earlier Yamamoto class design study, Yamato featured 
a quad nacelle arrangement as with Mars—though utilizing advanced LN-70 series warp 
nacelles—dual warp reactor cores and two, centrally-mounted ‘assault phasers’ (massive 
analogues of the Klingons’ assault disruptors). 

 
What these imposing machinations failed to take into account was the same sort of 

changing astro-political conditions that eventually rendered their Dreadnought fleet 
outdated and for a period, Starfleet was left to languish with no clear path forward.  As 
relations between the Federation and the Klingons gradually warmed, the ‘multi-mission’ 
philosophy gradually took root and evolved.  A renewed emphasis on scientific exploration 
and discovery replaced the outmoded ‘military mindset’, with the ability to carry out 
missions of increasingly extended durations being the specific goal Starfleet hoped to 
achieve. 

 
After much internal discussion within the admiralty and even input by the Federation 

Security Council, Starfleet commissioned the BBX 2300 development project (X denoting its 
experimental nature while 2300 was the expected date for the new ship class to enter 
service) in 2292.  Initial design and development of this new class—christened Carolina—
was driven by the same overarching goals that were identified and used for the earlier 
Excelsior (CH 2000) and Ingram classes, though on a much larger scale. 

 

From a design standpoint Carolina largely conformed to Starfleet norms, differing 
though in a more tightly integrated design and a ‘tiered’ primary hull.  The former attribute 
stemmed from the fact that the primary hull/saucer section appeared to be ‘built in’ to the 
secondary hull—eliminating the connecting dorsal/’neck’ section entirely, with the bridge 
module positioned atop a hull section that flowed aftwards in a smooth fashion, blending in 
perfectly with the secondary hull and the rest of the ship.  The latter came from the dorsal 
appearance of the primary hull that was raised or ‘tiered’ towards the center.  This 
particular attribute served no practical function other than housing two of Carolina’s 
forward torpedo launchers. 

 
The secondary hull however was where designers and engineers spent the majority of 

their time.  By itself, it was nearly 600 meters long—contributing heavily to Carolina’s 
staggering (overall) dimensions: 825m (length), 335m (beam), 120m (height) and 
3,281,549mT (displacement).  Highlights here included expansive space for small craft 
operations and cargo handling, the massive LN-90 series warp engine nacelles and 
(internally) the dual warp reactor cores that powered them. 

 
Moving aft from the bridge, sitting high over the secondary hull was the small craft 

operations center.  A dedicated command-and-control center designed to coordinate all 
manner of small-craft operations, it was slightly smaller than the main bridge, with a simpler 
design—eschewing free-standing workstations in favor of wrap-around wall-mounted 
displays operated by minimalist control consoles that supplemented a central ‘situation 
table’ with a built in holo-display. 

 
Below this, to port and starboard were the primary access points to the ship’s cargo 

handling and storage complex.  Level with those, but opening aft were Carolina’s 
secondary hangars.  The basic design and layout followed that which was first developed 
for the Miranda (FH 1830) class Heavy Frigate, but naturally modified to account for the 
drastic increase in size of Carolina vs Miranda as well as differences in design.  The two 
hangars—capable of accommodating two Type III shuttlecraft side-by-side—were 
separated by the main cargo facility that ran between them with a larger secondary cargo 
bay running perpendicular to all three.  Carolina’s dimensions gave engineers & designers 
wide latitude when it came to the interior layout and with that in mind, the cargo complex 
was designed with the free movement of small craft and cargo as a central feature. 

 
Propelling this leviathan faster than light was one of the most powerful warp drive 

systems conceived.  While not immediately apparent when viewed externally, its design 
and engineering was so complex, the ASDB had to revise the secondary hull’s interior layout 
five times in order to accommodate it.  At its heart were two massive warp reactor cores 
who’s intermix chambers were linked together in two places by horizontal feed chambers, 
carefully regulated in order to provide a constant flow of energy as well as provide 
operational redundancy should one of the reactors be rendered inoperative.  Feeding off 
these massive reactors were equally massive LN-90 series Warp Nacelles.  Featuring heavily 
reinforced warp coils and a new ramscoop design that foreshadowed those that would 
emerge in the coming decades, these leapfrogged Koeller Technologies UTI-27 series in 
capability easily and were also the last units produced under this legendary branding (the 
name being retired by parent company Cochrane Warp Dynamics in 2301).  Actual 
performance of these engines was closer to the LN-80 series than engineers wanted to 



admit—rated for a nominal cruising speed of Warp 9 and a maximum burst speed of Warp 
14—leading them to be derisively dubbed ‘LN-85’s’ in some circles. 

 
At the secondary hull’s aft end in the traditional spot was Carolina’s main hangar 

bay.  Total useful volume supported a variety of functions, principally—starfighter operations 
up to 1 Group (36 fighters) in size, cargo transport/resupply & emergency evacuations 
(supported by a maximum of 24 Type III shuttlecraft) and disaster relief (with all craft and 
equipment stored, the hangar could function as a large scale field hospital with space to 
treat up to 300 people). 

 
Armament—one of the oft-highlighted aspects of any battleship—was considerable.  

Despite more than adequate power available to feed one or more assault phasers, 
Starfleet neglected to pursue further development and they were notably omitted from 
Carolina (though, they would show up again on the Olympus class Dreadnought of 2372).  
With these massive weapons now out of the picture, engineers opted for a novel 
approach—an‘all-battery’ scheme for Carolina’s primary armament.   

 
Up to that point, starships made use of phaser banks—two individual emitters/mounts 

grouped together in a single package—arranged at various key points as their first line of 
defense.  Phaser ‘batteries’—usually 3 or 4 emitters/mounts grouped together in the same 
fashion—had previously only been used on large carriers (the Yorktown/Yorktown II classes) 
to offset their large size and sluggish maneuverability (the comparatively diminutive 
Kearsarge being a notable exception).  Carolina on the other hand, mounted 14 Type VIII 
batteries of 4 emitters each on her saucer—7 dorsal, 7 ventral.  An additional 2 dorsally 
mounted banks covered the main hangar bay in the secondary hull.  6 2nd Class Torpedo 
Launchers rounded out the overall package—the aforementioned 2 in the saucer and then 
another 4 at the base of the secondary hull, 2 fore and 2 aft. 

 
The Deflector Shield System, while conventional in engineering, was the strongest 

shipboard system developed and would remain so until the advent of the Ambassador (CH 
10521) class in 2320.  Thanks to the power afforded by Carolina’s dual reactors, the system 
was capable of absorbing 1,989,700 TerraJoules of energy. 

 
Entering service in 2295, many of the decisions that went into the design and 

engineering of Carolina were validated by the rapid change of the astro-political scene 
brought about by the destruction of the Klingon moon Praxis two years prior.  The 
decimation of the Klingons’ industrial base drastically slowed their traditional policies of 
expansion and conquest while nearly bringing their Defense Force’s massive Battleship 
construction program to a standstill.  Thus, the need for heavy or otherwise exotic weaponry 
& defense systems, bleeding edge ‘superwarp’ engines (as other critics dubbed the LN-
90’s) and other such technologies virtually evaporated. 

 
An initial production lot of 7 ships were produced—Carolina (BB 4400), Ingram (BB 

4401), Philadelphia (BB 4402), Challenger (BB 4403), Pendragon (BB 4404), Guardian (BB 
4405) and Jamestown (BB 4406).  BB 4401-06 replaced the ships of the infamous Ingram 
class—Starfleet hoping that the application of the names to larger, even more advanced 
vessel would help the earlier class fade from memory and bring an end to persistent 
inquiries regarding the fate of the so-called ‘Great White Fleet’. 

 

From 2305-2310, a further 8 ships were produced—Arizona (BB 4407), Oklahoma (BB 
4408), West Virginia (BB 4409), California (BB 4410), Nevada (BB 4411), Tennessee (BB 4412), 
Maryland (BB 4413) and Pennsylvania (BB 4414).  This second production lot incorporated 
many advances that were introduced aboard the new Renaissance (CA 9778) class 
Cruisers including improved computer and sensor systems and newer ‘standard’ torpedo 
launchers (capable of firing 1 torpedo every 2 seconds) replacing the old 2nd Class units.   

 
 Unlike the smaller Midway (CV 2200) class Carrier—noted for its somewhat exotic 

quad-nacelle arrangement and its large embarked craft capacity—Starfleet Command 
was considerably more relaxed regarding deployment of these ships, which more often 
than not, operated alone.  Ships of the Carolina class did occasionally operate with other 
fleet assets such as Constellation (CA 1974) on exploratory assignments and Exeter (CB 
2200) and Dahlgren (CS 2567) on tactically-oriented ones.   

 
Jamestown was one of many fleet assets deployed to Starbase 47 (beginning in 2297) 

while Philadelphia and Ingram participated in the annual Odyssey Dawn anti-terrorism 
exercise in 2298 and carried out operations against the Kriosian terrorist group ‘The Thorn’ 
late in the same year.    Challenger and Pendragon patrolled isolated sectors along 
opposite ends of the Romulan Neutral Zone while Guardian, Arizona and California  
remained close to home, assigned to the core/local group systems. 

 
Offensive/Defensive action—the kind that prompted development of past 

Battleships—surprisingly did not come for nearly 60 years, by which time the class had been 
technologically superseded by a number of smaller, sleeker designs.   

 
The Federation-Tholian War (approx. 2353-60) saw all 15 ships engaged in the 

conflict’s opening stages, the first 7 (‘Block I’) being assigned to defend vital systems and 
installations along the border, while the improved 8 (‘Block II’) were spread out along the 
front lines—used independently (for deterrence) and in formation (command/control, fire-
support).   

 
Two years into the conflict, war broke out on a second front, between the Federation 

and the Cardassian Union.  Though the two conflicts were completely unrelated, that 
between the Federation and Cardassians is generally regarded as being more critical due 
to the Cardassians being much closer to the Federation technologically and in numbers. 

 
Starfleet responded by deploying nearly all of its reserve forces to the Tholian front, 

while withdrawing the Carolinas and sending them to Starbase 11 for a comprehensive set 
of upgrades.  Block I ships were upgraded to Block II standards while all vessels received 
Type IX Phaser Batteries.  When deployed, these Battleships were used to assault fixed 
installations, support planetside/ground operations and played an integral part in moving 
troops and supplies to and from various points along the front lines. 

 
Carolina class ships also played a key role supporting carrier operations, providing 

surveillance and overwatch capabilities as well as heavy fire support.  In 2362, following the 
infamous Setlik III Massacre, the Arizona, West Virginia and Pennsylvania joined the Midway 
class Nimitz (CV 2209), Avenger (CV 2208), Akagi (CV 2203), Wasp (CV 2204) and Yamato 
(CV 2205) in expunging the system of all Cardassian assets while Carolina, Challenger, 
Pendragon and Guardian participated in a retaliatory action alongside the Midway (CV 



2200), Hornet (CV 2201), Ark Royal (CV 2202), Northampton (CV 2206) and Coral Sea (CV 2207) which claimed one Cardassian space station (Tantok Nor) and over a dozen ships of 
the line.   

 
With the introduction of the Nebula (CA 60147) and Galaxy (CH 70637) classes in 2355 and 2362 respectively plus many notable technological advancements helping to propel 

Starfleet forward, Carolina could no longer make a case for remaining in service based on size alone.  All 15 ships of the class were retired in 2365 as the war wound down and assigned to 
the Starfleet Reserves. 

 
Built for conflict, but used for peace, the legacy of the Carolina class would live on into the 24th and well into the 25th Centuries in the form of the Essex (BB 75000) class Battleship—

similar in size and design, armed to the teeth and having a similar technological edge compared to its contemporaries.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Carolina 
Battleship 
 
2295-2365 
0 
 
825m 
335m 
120m 
30 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

3,281,549 metric tons 
 
490 

Armament 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

14 Type VIII Phaser Batteries (2295-2355) 
     Type IX Phaser Batteries (2355-65) 
 
2 Type VII Phaser Banks (2295-2355) 
   Type IX Phaser Banks (2355-65) 
 
6 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers (Block I; 2295-2355) 
   Standard Torpedo Launchers (Block I; 2355-65,  Block II; 2305-65) 
 
High Capacity Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 1,989,700 TerraJoules 
 
Heavy Duranium/Tritianium Double Hull  



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
Named for the South Carolina (BB 26) and North Carolina (BB 55) Battleship classes that served the United States Navy from 1910-22 and 1941-47 respectively, this Carolina class is the 
penultimate Starfleet starship class of the 23rd Century. 
 
The creation of ‘WickedZombie45’—an established modeler whose roots go back to the days of Starfleet Command—I stumbled upon an initial pic of Carolina (reskinned by 
‘Furyofaseraph’) in a TrekBBS thread.  I had read through Richard Mandel’s guide to Starfleet Battleships and was doing a Google Image search for various battleship classes, thinking 
about putting together something similar myself.  My search—for decent renders/orthos of classes like Yamato—was basically fruitless, so I zeroed in on Carolina.  My search led me to WZ’s 
own site—Demon Renegade Studios—where I found the only other decent shots of the ship (4 renders). 
 
Usually I don’t like to whip something up when there’s so little visual reference/inspiration to go off of, but in this case I made an exception. 
 
Keeping WZ’s stated length (825m) and scaling the other dimensions up from my Midway, I set to work.  It was hard enough writing Midway’s backstory given the era and conditions in 
which it was designed and I encountered similar difficulty with Carolina initially.  To justify a starship of this type, I resorted to a well-worn plot device—the development of a starship from a 
rival power that was seemingly bigger and ‘better’, in this case, the KDF’s B-12/’Sword of Kahless’ class.  Once I laid the groundwork with that, things got somewhat easier—moving to the 
state of starship development in the Federation, the astro-political conditions which had great influence, the proposed solution (Carolina) and the justification for such. 
 
One of the benefits of keeping Carolina’s size as large as it is, is the fact that I won’t likely find any solid design that supersedes it.  This in turn allows me a bit of creative freedom in 
creating a ‘bookend’ for Starfleet in the 23rd Century.   
 
Astute readers will notice that the registries of the Exeter and Midway classes overlap.  This is something I intend to fix once I set to work on my TMP era compilation/guide.  History buffs will 
also note that the Block II ships are all named for US Navy vessels destroyed during the attack on Pearl Harbor.
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